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and start to opencv using am I OpenCV execute to thread::std Using :Qﺷﻌﻠﺔ ﮊﻣﻮﻑ
stop camera in my camera app.Camera uses a c++ callback mechanism (So it will
stop the processing while the camera is not connected, it will not continue
processing when camera is connected). I am using a c++ thread and the threads
functionality to start and stop camera.Everything works fine and camera starts and
stops properly, except when i try to use cv::imwrite() function from OpenCV (i.e. i
try to save video captured by camera to SD card), it works for a few frames but then
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fails, and the details shows me the following. This application has requested the
Runtime to terminate it in an unusual way. Please contact the application's support
team for more information. I have no clue why this is happening.Didn't even though
it is an unusual way to end an application. I am new to C++ and OpenCV, can
someone help me understand what is wrong? EDIT: My callback function is not
longer needed.I uninstalled the previous version of app and now I am not using
callback to connect/disconnect camera.For some reasons I think it is not working if I
use callback to connect/disconnect, even though the camera is still working. EDIT2:
I have created a project and attached the compiled project, it also fails.The same
'unusual way to end application' error is shown. A: There are some problems in your
code. Please read below. You should keep track of last_time and start_time
imwrite() function blocks your thread execution until it's finished(at least this is the
case with OpenCV 2.4.9, and I'm not sure about new OpenCV version) The code with
some changes may work better: struct callback_t { // time of the last recheck and
start of the thread double last_time, start_time; int status; 1cdb36666d
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